


Exceptional &
inspiring event
solutions.
Trusted for our consistency and reliability, our team
delivers comprehensive solutions for all events, from the
most engaging brand activations and immersive
experiences to high profile major events across the UK,
Europe, Middle East, Africa, and Asia. 
Our carefully curated team of event industry professionals
share a passion and drive to make every event a
memorable one.



The world's best
event technology
available locally.

Our impressive facilities are home to over $80m of specialised event
technology, staging, rigging, and scenic & fabrication workshops. We
are committed to being a comprehensive solutions provider. Our clients
have everything they need under one roof eliminating risk and ensuring
clear streamlined communication. Our vast selection of industry
preferred brands in-house allows us to be creative, adaptable and flexible
with shorter lead times. Our focus on quality & reliability ensures our
equipment is maintained and stored with the utmost care and attention.



Award-winning 
 technical
expertise.

2 Eventex Global Awards - Gold for Best Middle
Eastern Event and Bronze for Best Event Industry
Supplier worldwide.
7 Middle East Special Event Show & Exhibition
Awards including an Industry Icon Award.
4 TPMEA awards recognising individuals in our
team.
1 WOW Award - Gold Award for Opening/Closing
Ceremony of the Year

Our clients enjoy the benefit of working with a multi-
award winning team who have the experience
necessary to eliminate risk. 

Our awards include:



At Protec we
are committed
to safety,
quality and
reliability.
Protec is an ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015 and ISO
45001:2018 certified company. We never cut corners
on quality, safety, or reliability. We work hard to
respect the environment, our client's event space and
ensure we minimise our impact both on site and
within our warehouses.



AUDIO
//SERVICES



Whatever the venue, from large
arena shows to intimate
conference meeting rooms,
Protec has a trusted audio
solution using market-leading
technology.
Protec uses world-class PA, scalable for any venue from arenas and stadiums to
intimate conference rooms to ensure clean, clear audio for every audience
member. A large selection of the most popular, powerful and prestigious mixing
consoles are available, supported by our knowledgeable and professional engineers,
and are adaptable to your needs. 

With 3D modelling and precise design, our engineers are able to install sound
systems perfectly suited to specific venues, providing flawless coverage from front
to back and even creating immersive environments.

We understand all areas of audio and deliver ideas, practical assistance, advice and
support. If you need to hire a professional quality audio system for a major
production, conference or immersive experience, we can help you deliver the best
performance to authentically captivate your guests. //SERVICES

AUDIO



VIDEO
//SERVICES



With a greater demand for
immersive experiences, our
video specialists can transform
event spaces into engaging
environments that captivate
and transport audiences.
Video technology is fast evolving and Protec is committed to pushing the
boundaries of what is possible. We use the latest technologies in projection mapping
and LED to realise the most creative briefs. Whether we are mapping large
architecture, small objects or temporary stages, we have the technology and skills
to create visual effects that transform environments. With 180+ projectors and over
800m2 of LED in-house we have the capabilities to deliver anything from large
scale events to intimate brand activations and interactive exhibition stands.
Engaging a combination of immersive technologies to create an environment in
which users are completely surrounded, we transform ordinary spaces into sensory
immersive experiences to powerfully engage your audience. We focus on the
details to ensure your event leaves a lasting impression.

//SERVICES
VIDEO



LIGHTING
//SERVICES



The visual backbone that can
change the sheer complexity of
your show. Lighting is crucial,
not just to create an ambience,
but to highlight the most
important elements, both on
and off stage.
We are equipped with state of the art fixtures, world class lighting directors,
designers, engineers and technicians. Our lighting stock and technology is
continually growing exponentially across Europe and the Middle East, with our
Middle East stock already the largest and considered the benchmark of its category
in the region. 

Our lighting designers are artists. They understand style, composition, balance,
aesthetics and human emotions. Equipped with over 6000 of the most modern and
contemporary fixtures available from tungsten to moving LED, they make sure
every show element is seen in its most dynamic form.

//SERVICES
LIGHTING



BACKLINE
//SERVICES



From vintage and rare to
technologically advanced,
Protec has an extensive
collection of brand new top of
the range professional
instruments, in addition to a
range of superb classics. 
This kit coupled with our globally respected backline technicians, who have had a
lifetime on the road with some of the greatest and most demanding bands in the
music industry, allows us to provide the dependable support that every world-class
performer expects.

Whether you need full orchestral or band support for gala dinners or concerts, we
ensure your event sounds authentic, accurate & full.

All our equipment is flight cased and maintained in immaculate working condition.

//SERVICES
BACKLINE



ROBOTICS  
& AUTOMATION

//SERVICES



Protec robotics and automation department is designed to offer
corporate, live events and exhibitions the latest and most innovative
technologies including robotics, automation, and motion tracking.

//SERVICES
ROBOTICS

Elevating traditional event
technology with a range of
dynamic motion solutions.



RIGGING
//SERVICES



Our riggers specialise in
precision, safety & perfection,
from simple ground support
systems to complex roof
structures with enough motors
to lift a total of over 400 tonnes.
We carry the region’s largest stock of trussing, motors, rigging and ground support
systems to satisfy the most demanding design. Audio, lighting, video and sets are
fully integrable with customisable rigging solutions, from indoor ballroom events to
outdoor concert stages.

Safety is critical in all aspects of our work. All of our riggers are trained and certified
and keep abreast of all the latest international rigging safety standards and
techniques.

//SERVICES
RIGGING



SCENIC
& STAGING

//SERVICES



Whether your event calls for a
budget-friendly stock set or a
custom-built masterpiece, our
staging team has the
experience, skills and resources
to achieve your vision.

Our staging crew have designed and built tailor-made sets for some of the most
challenging productions – working within venue & space restrictions, budgets &
theatrical complexities, with attention to detail, safety and accuracy.

As a leading outdoor stage and production provider, we have over 3500 sq. meters
of outdoor stage systems which are ideal for a wide range of events. We also
supply SFX systems – Flame Jets, CO2 Jets, Confetti, Bubbles or Fog.

//SERVICES
SCENIC & STAGING



STRUCTURES 
//SERVICES



Weatherproof. Customisable.
Strong. Modular. Protec's
Supadome is the perfect venue
solution.

//SERVICES
STRUCTURES

Protec’s eight-bay Supadome multi-purpose venue with a capacity of up to 5000
pax is a modular, incredibly strong, and weatherproof structure that can be placed
anywhere, so that clients can enjoy the location of their choice.

With an internal area of 2,699sqm (29,000 sq ft) and an impressive 15.8 metres of
headroom, the 36m wide x 84m long Supadome has plenty of height and rigging
points throughout the roof with an internal weight loading capacity of over 40
tonnes, meaning no compromises on production value. It's modular design and
brandable exterior make it an ideal venue for events ranging from concerts to
exhibitions, weddings or galas. 

We also have a broad selection of roof structures to accommodate any need.



CONFERENCE
TECHNOLOGIES

//SERVICES



We equip meetings and
conferences of every size,
providing conference and show
technology to support general
sessions, breakout rooms and
exhibits. 

//SERVICES
CONFERENCING TECH

We supply everything that is needed to accomplish high-end solutions with
complete staging, audio, lighting, video and content support.
Our abundant state of the art equipment includes discussion systems, simultaneous
interpretation and a voting system which can be used by over 2000 delegates. 

Our database includes the most experienced interpreters who can assist in any
language required. Our simultaneous interpretation systems, housed in soundproof
booths, can interpret up to 8 languages at any one time.



DESIGN
& CONTENT

//SERVICES



With a thorough knowledge of
the technologies available
within this industry, Protec
provides a full design support
service – from conceptual
design to on-site build up and
breakdown.

//SERVICES
DESIGN

We use technology innovatively within our designs, allowing us to take your event to
a new level and experience that you may not have imagined possible.
If you have an idea in mind or need help developing it, our Maya, Adobe or Autodesk
specialists will bring your idea to life. 

Our CAD specialists will ensure that every technical aspect is accurate and practical.
Protec Design & Graphics is accomplished both at creating sophisticated visuals of
sets & venues as well as animations.



Our approach.
At Protec, we have always believed that every member of an audience
deserves the best seat in the house and as such, have nurtured and
developed a method that has had our audiences from around the world,
experience some of the most extraordinary and memorable shows since our
inception in 1999.

Fundamentally, it comes down to investing in the best kit and the best
people. 

To deliver a successful project, you must have strength across every
department. Our commitment to a total staging and technical solutions
production package, from designing to delivering exceptional events in any
venue or location, remains true and consistent. We have a vast inventory of
the latest staging and technical equipment that is operated by a strong team,
comprised of some of the world’s most creative, skilled and experienced
professionals.

Our reputation for inspiring audiences has made Protec the preferred choice
for high profile award winning events. We listen to the brief, then using our
wealth of expertise, deliver our client's vision beyond expectations. 

Your vision. Our expertise.



ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Technical Drawings
Equipment Specification
Resource Planning
Scheduling & Logistics
Onsite Delivery
Site Overlay

Audio
Video
Lighting
Rigging
Power
Robotics & Automation

Carpentry
Staging
Revolving & Automated Platforms
Pro-Spray Painting
CNC Technology
Steel & Metal works
Print Branding

Support team.

Event Design & Curation
Budget Management
Communications & Support
Content Management

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

TECHNICAL DIVISIONS SCENIC & FABRICATION



We create
memorable
experiences.

CONCERTS & FESTIVALS
GLOBAL SUMMITS

EXHIBITIONS
FASHION SHOWS

BRAND ACTIVATIONS
OPENING CEREMONIES

IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES
PRODUCT LAUNCHES

CONFERENCES & AWARDS
 



Our work



WORLD DEFENSE SHOW 2022



JEDDAH WORLD FEST 2019



KSA E-VISA LAUNCH



QIDDIYA GROUND BREAKING LAUNCH



FUTURE INVESTMENT INITIATIVE



SADARA & SATORP KSA



SENSATION



IDEX OPENING CEREMONIES



DUBAI WATER CANAL OPENING



BAO FESTIVAL



RTA ROUTE 2020



MENA SPECIAL OLYMPICS OPENING



UNITE WITH TOMORROWLAND



UN HABITAT WORLD URBAN FORUM



DIFC 10TH ANNIVERSARY



UAE / KSA / UK
PROTECEVENTS.COM

+971 4 880 0092
events@protecevents.com

Your vision. Our expertise.


